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Meggitt Polymer Solutions is a Meggitt group company.

Headquartered in the UK, Meggitt PLC is an
international group operating in North
America, Europe and Asia. Known for its
specialist extreme environment engineering,
Meggitt is a world leader in the aerospace,
defence and electronics industries.

Bestobell Oilfield Products offer unrivalled
knowledge and experience designing and
manufacturing high technology seals for the
power generation and off-shore oil and gas
sectors. 

Its parent, Meggitt Polymer Solutions, enjoys
an international reputation as a leading
supplier of engineered sealing solutions for
the aerospace and defence sectors. 

Bestobell Oilfield Products is part of Meggitt
Polymer Solutions, a trading division within
Meggitt Aerospace Limited. 

Bestobell Oilfield Products Jetfire and Fireflex fire 

and vapour barrier seals
Engineered sealing solutions

Bestobell Oilfield Products



Bestobell Oilfield Products is keen to offer its
design, development and qualification service
to the oil and gas market.

Based on its extensive experience in providing
advanced sealing solutions for extreme
environments, Bestobell is able to draw on its
considerable data base of application
knowledge and material approvals to satisfy
the stringent requirements in this highly
specialised field.

We specialise in protecting people and plant
from the dangers resulting from the spread
fire, concentrations of toxic vapours and other
hazards, but are equally capable of satisfying
more basic non hazardous sealing
requirements.

So whether you require a conventional pipe
penetration seal or a bespoke connector or
flexible walkway structure we are confident that
we can provide the solution that you require.

Pipe penetration seals

Bestobell Fireflex and Jetfire seals have
achieved an international reputation for
versatility of application, performance under
fire-rated condition and the highest quality.

Flexible and easy to fit

A fundamental characteristic of Fireflex seals
is their inherent flexibility. This allows
movements within specified limits,
temperature extremes, mechanical abuse and
severe operating conditions. They are also
easy to fit, whether to existing structures or
new installations.  
Jetfire seals offer a similar capability, but due
to their increased fire rating and hence
modified construction the stiffness of the seal
is somewhat increased.

In a range of high-performance materials

Fireflex and Jetfire seals are fabricated from
non-combustible and high temperature-
resistant materials including woven ceramic
and glass textiles, ceramic felts, metallic foils
and wire mesh materials.  Outer cover
surfaces are fire-check proofed to protect
against the effects of sea water, ozone,
methane and hydrocarbon fuels. Other types
of coating and impregnations are also
available.

Insulated

To meet a specific fire rating, seal systems
must have additional insulation. Typically, for
Class A and H rated pipe penetrations and
where BS 476 Part 20 insulation criteria must
be met, our insulation covers the seal-
retaining clips and extends along the pipe for
a prescribed length. 

Vapour tight

When you need absolute vapour tightness, we
recommend that the external surface and
seal contact points are coated with flame
retardant membrane system paint (Chartex)
after installation and before applying any
additional installation.

Advanced sealing

This information will help determine the seal
system needed for various fire ratings.
However, the insulation and fire protection
detailed on steelwork, decks and bulkheads
are given only as a guide and will vary
according to legislation and specific
application requirements. 

Insulation for the seal clip area on pipe and
sleeve is required for A60, H60 and H120-
rated areas only. Forming part of the
installation, the insulation slows down heat
transfer along the pipe and stops hot spots
from forming on the clips. We recommend
any approved fire insulation for this use to be
25mm thick with a density of 128 kg/m2 if
fibrous in type. A cementatious alternative
can also be used. 

For the single seal system, insulation must
be packed between the pipe and its sleeve.
We recommend the use of loose ceramic fibre
packed to a density of around 128 kg/m2.

For offshore oil and marine use, Fireflex seal
systems have been independently fire-tested
in single and double seal system
arrangements to hydrocarbon temperatures
(1150˚C) for one and two hours. This meets
the criteria of BS476 Part 20 and these
systems have been certified by Lloyds
Register. Fireflex has also been independently
tested and certified up to blast over pressure
of 1.25 bar.g.

Correct positioning of the seal in line with
pipe design movements will allow axial
movements up to 25mm in each direction.
Freedom of movements in the lateral, offset
and angular planes can also be obtained
within the limitations of the penetration
sleeves. We recommend double clipping on
sleeve diameters of 350mm and over.

About Fireflex pipe penetration seals

Barrier

External and internal
fire-rated walls and 
bulkheads

A0 and H0

Single seal system
Blast-rated 1.25 bar

2 3

A60 and H60

Single seal system
Blast-rated 1.25 bar 

A60, H60 and H120

Double seal system
Blast-rated 1.25 bar 



The BFT 1500 series of wrap type seal is the
most commonly supplied for use on pre-
installed pipework.

A prepared overlap joint enables the seal to
be fitted easily using a special adhesive and
the stainless steel worm drive clips supplied
within the prepacked seal kit.

A penetration sleeve projecting on both sides
of the firewall and floor must be provided for
installation and an adequate air gap between
the seals (please see page 6 for
recommended sleeve dimensions).

Careful positioning of the seal on the pipe
enables axial movements up to 25mm in each
direction.

Freedom of movement in lateral offset and
angular planes can be obtained within the
limitations of the penetration sleeves, but
length of the seal needs to be compressed to
reflect this movement so as not to strain the
material.
The table on page 6 gives the ordering suffix
coded dimensions to BS1600 or AS836.10.

Length of seal varies according to size. 
In general, where the pipe size is up to 4", 
the length is 6.0". Where a pipe size is 
5"-10", the length is 8.0". For 12" and over,
the pipe length is 10.0".

However, we work with any pipe and sleeve
specified as nominal bore sizes or outside
diameters in imperial or metric dimensions.

Wrap type seal – A0 and H0

Typical installation of Fireflex flexible seal
system suitable for external and internal A0
and H0 fire-rated bulkheads and decks blast-
rated to 1.25 BAR G.

Wrap type seal –  A60, H60 and H120

Typical installation of Fireflex flexible double
seal system suitable for external and internal
A60, H60 and H120 fire-rated bulkheads and
decks blast-rated to 1.25 BAR G.

Standard pipe penetration seals

Wrap type seal – A60 and H60

Typical installation of Fireflex flexible single
seal system suitable for external and
internal A60 and H60 Fire-rated bulkheads
and decks blast-rated to 1.25 BAR G.
Note: Seal must be installed on the
hazardous side of the fire barrier.

Double seal system with integral flange

Developed for use on steel bulkhead or for
retrofit where welding or ‘hot work’ is
prohibited.

Accepted for use on Class A60 and H60 rate
firewalls.

Single seal system with integral flange

Where it is not practical to weld a sleeve in a
Class A0 or A60 rated firewall, the seal is
attached using a split steel flange and
screws. Any applied insulation may restrict
pipe movement.
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CLIPPING LENGTH “A”

UP TO 300mm DIA SLEEVE 25mm

350mm DIA SLEEVE AND ABOVE 45mm

FIREFLEX WRAP TYPE SEAL

INSTALLED IN LINE WITH

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

SUITABLE FIRE INSULATION

25mm THK, 

128 kg/m3 FIBROUS

Adjust length in line

with pipe design 

movement

PIPE SLEEVE

FIRE BARRIER

CLIPPING LENGTH “A”

UP TO 300mm DIA SLEEVE 25mm

350mm DIA SLEEVE AND ABOVE 45mm

FIREFLEX WRAP TYPE SEAL

INSTALLED IN LINE WITH

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

SUITABLE FIRE INSULATION

25mm THK, 128 kg/m3 FIBROUS

OR CEMENTATIOUS EQUIVALENT

Adjust length in 

line with pipe 

design movement

PIPE SLEEVE

FIRE BARRIER

CLIPPING LENGTH “A”

UP TO 300mm DIA SLEEVE 25mm

350mm DIA SLEEVE AND ABOVE 45mm

FIREFLEX WRAP TYPE SEAL

INSTALLED IN LINE WITH

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

SUITABLE FIRE INSULATION

25mm THK, 128 kg/m3 FIBROUS

OR CEMENTATIOUS EQUIVALENT

PIPE SLEEVE

FIRE BARRIER

“A”

“A”

“A”

Adjust length in 

line with pipe 

design movement

Pipe penetrations for bulkhead or deck 



Table of standard sizes Jetfire pipe penetration seals
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CHARTEK 7 12mm thick with a

central layer of HK-1 mesh
PIPE SLEEVE

FIRE BARRIER

“A”

Adjust length in
line with pipe 
design movement

JetFire JF2500
Seal

Jetfire 2500 seals are Lloyds Register
classified seals which provides jet fire
resistance for up to 60 minutes (J60) as
defined in OTI 95634 and are bulkhead and
deck blast rated to 2.5 bar.g.

We recommend the use of CHARTEK 7 as
shown in the installation diagram opposite.
This slows down heat transfer along the pipe
and prevents hot spots forming on the clips.
Correct positioning of the seal in line with the
pipe’s design will allow axial movements up
to 25mm in each direction. Freedom of
lateral, offset and angular planes can be
obtained within the limitations of the
penetration sleeve. Double clipping is
recommended on sleeve diameters of 350mm
and above.

Blast overpressure 2.5 bar g
Hydrocarbon fire rating Up to H120
Jet fire resistance Up to J60

HIGH TORQUE

ST.STL CLIPS CHARTEK 7 12mm thick with a

central layer of HK-1 mesh

420mm

CLIPPING LENGTH “A”

UP TO 300mm DIA SLEEVE 25mm

350mm DIA SLEEVE AND ABOVE 45mm

NOM O/D O/D

In In mm 1.9 2.37 3.00 3.5 4.00 4.50 5.56 6.62 8.62 10.75 12.75 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 48

1/2 0.84 21.34 068 103 035

3/4 1.05 26.67 104 042 931 024 998 052 176 905

1 1.31 33.27 087 043 118 001 053 265 163 050

1 1/4 1.66 42.16 119 083 264 002 098 175

1 1/2 1.9 48.26 136 072 025 003 033 161 057

2 2.37 60.20 084 060 063 004 062 034 056

2 1/2 2.87 72.90 121 097 005 285 162

3 3.5 88.90 850 044 006 026 045 112

3 1/2 4 101.60 007 071

4 4.5 114.30 182 008 036 066

5 5.56 141.22 142 009 046 281 284

6 6.62 168.15 1046 010 037 047 055

8 8.62 218.95 011 038 058 073 851

10 10.75 273.05 027 012 078 854

12 12.75 323.85 028 013 061 311 376

14 14 355.60 029 014 259 503

16 16 406.40 030 015 143 138

18 18 457.20 031 016 051 124

20 20 508.00 017 910 312

22 22 558.80 853 148 126 135

24 24 609.60 049 018 032 127

26 26 660.40 019 139 140

28 28 711.20 186 110

30 30 762.00 271 020 039

32 32 812.80 021 183

34 34 863.60 022

36 36 914.40 023 041

40 40 1016.00 262

42 42 1066.80 040 048

Pipe SLEEVE O/D In



To accommodate space limitations and allow
greater movements while maintaining fire
and vapour sealing capabilities, we fabricate
a number of customised seals.

Bellows type seals allow greater axial and
lateral movements than the conical type.

Conical type seals with steel stiffeners and a
PTFE strip at the pipe end enable a sliding
movement.

Certification

Fireflex flexible fire seal systems have been
certified by Lloyds Register for use on Class A
and H rated installations.

Installations with test programmes have been
successfully conducted to the time and
temperature conditions of the hydrocarbon
fire curve to BS 476 part 20 and SOLAS.

Custom pipe penetration seals
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Using a ‘U’ clamp for steel or pre-fabricated
bulkheads allows seals to be fitted on
installations already in operation where ‘hot
work’ is forbidden and bulkheads are load-
bearing.

Through-bolts and retaining plates can be
used on steel bulkheads where drilling is
allowed.

Self-tapping screws are normally used on
lightweight A0 and A60 rated firewalls. The
screws penetrate only on the surface panel of
the firewall.

Mounting Fireflex on steel bulkheads



Because of the wide range of working
conditions likely to be encountered, Bestobell
has developed a comprehensive range of
shapes and constructions to maintain
resilience under varying loads. 
The shape of the seal is dependent on the
attachment area and weight of the door or
cover. 30% compression is normally needed
to form a reliable seal. For 100% vapour
tightness, we recommend a coating with
polymeric fire-retardant paint. Typical
constructions have stainless steel mesh core
for areas on doors and covers which are in
frequent use.

Ceramic fibre cores can be used for fire-rated
areas on doors and covers which are used
once or twice a year.

Silicone tube and sponge cores for vapour
areas should be used on doors and covers in
frequent use.

These examples show a lightweight panel
cover with a very small closed aperture
between cover and structure. A suitable fire
seal is derived from the integration of
stainless steel mesh inside a ceramic cloth
covering, impregnated with neoprene rubber. 

Using materials similar to those already
described, this illustration shows a Bestobell
seal designed for sealing between deck
plates on a heli-deck. Because it is a static
type, no resilience is needed.

Deckhatch door and panel seals
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Assembled positions

These seals, supplied as lengths, are
primarily for module-to-deck and module-to-
module sealing. For A60 and H60
installations, a double seal with insulating air
gap is needed. For H120 situations, insulation
is needed between the inner and outer seals.
For A0 and H0 applications, a single seal is
adequate. Typical installation requires a steel
angle toe-welded to bulkhead and a steel
channel welded to deck. The spacer between
seals comprises a square section steel tube.

We can make special seals for module and
deck junctions. This typical ‘T’ section seal
bonds all overlaps together to maintain a fire
and vapour-tight joint. Other configurations
can be manufactured to specific
requirements.

We can pre-fabricate corner sections. This
A60 double seal joins an A0 single seal on the
corner. The ends of each seal are prepared
for bonding to the adjacent piece.

Skirting seals


